
Welcome to the Wild West 
of winged robotics!

Drones capture stunning aerial photography, save lives in modern day 
search and rescue missions, collect snot samples from whales for scientifi c 
research, inspect vast agricultural landscapes, survey crocodile-infested 
waters, thrill spectators in FPV racing, bring medical supplies to war-torn 
areas and deliver pizzas in New Zealand. 
 

The world has fallen in love with them, are you ready to do the same?
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Our Story:

In late 2014, Thrust-UAV started working 
with PCS Edventures to develop an 
advanced robotics curriculum for a Saudi 
Arabian Science Center project. During the 
development phase of the Saudi project, 
PCS Edventures established a relationship 
with Thrust-UAV. They became familiar with 
the tech and market dynamics through 
time spent with E.J., and ultimately ended 
up acquiring Thrust-UAV in March of 2016 
to strategically enhance strong synergies 
between the two companies. From there, 
drones were selected as an advanced 
robotics solution. An infi nite source of 
STEM content, drones were selected as an 
avenue because of the educational access 
to the programming and electronics of 
the control systems, the physics of fl ight 
dynamics and even the material sciences 
of drone frames. 

 

As PCS and Thrust-UAV look towards 
the future, they have the continued goal 
of inspiring a passion for education and 
innovation in the drone racing market. 
PCS is committed to reminding students 
that it all starts with a dream — a dream 
that has been realized today with Discover 
Drones, the world’s fi rst educational drone 
kit. By coupling the thrill of FPV racing with 
STEM education, Discover Drones brings 
the future of tomorrow to the hands of 
children today.

For over 25 years, PCS Edventures has instilled 
a passion for Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) in students all over the 
globe. Through exciting, experiential learning, 
our learners quickly develop the foundations of 
scientifi c inquiry, engineering design principles 
and spatial mathematical awareness while also 
exercising problem-solving, communication, 
refl ection and collaboration skills. With content 
designed to integrate instructional goals into 
application-based ed-ventures, we’ve coupled 
hands-on objectives and cutting-edge curriculum 
with manipulatives from fi schertechnik, Mod 
Robotics, Thrust-UAV and more! At PCS 
Edventures, it’s our goal to make learning and 
investigation a fun, innovative and interactive 
experience for all ages — are you ready to start 
a STEMventure? 

PCS

Thrust-UAV, located in Boise, Idaho, was a dream 
of founder E.J. Duarte that began in 2012. His 
goal was to produce a high-quality racing drone 
that was lightweight, durable, easy to operate 
and even easier to get racing. Now a thriving 
resource in the Drone FPV (First-Person View) 
hobby segment, Thrust-UAV lives for emerging 
drone tech. Starting out by designing and selling 
components and frames, Thrust-UAV fl ew into 
the FPV market with the recent release of the 
Riot 250R Pro, the easy to operate, almost-
ready-to-fl y drone. Inspired and designed by 
racing professionals, the Riot gives race-day-
ready performance, right out of the box. Add 
your controller and goggles, and get ready for 
lift-off with the championship grade design and 
performance of the Riot 250R Pro. Part beauty: 
all BEAST — take to the skies with Thrust-UAV!



The world’s first modular, open-source educational drone, RubiQ is tried, tested and 
ready for the unrelenting hands of pilots-in-training. As a build-from-the-ground-up 
kit, RubiQ gives students unparalleled, hands-on STEM experiences in areas like 
robotics, electronics, wave dynamics and physics. With built-in safety features such as 
a programmable failsafe, return to home and altitude and position hold, RubiQ is the 
perfect introduction to the wide world of winged robotics! 

The Riot 250R Pro is the premiere ARF (Almost Ready to Fly) FPV racing drone on  
the market with its next generation integrated flight system, light and extremely 
durable gel coat carbon fiber frame and unique design, it is built to get you noticed! 
This drone’s flight performance and handling make it one of the easiest race drones 
to fly right out of the box.
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